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Report of the Joint Standing Committee
on Delegated Legislation

in relation to

Gas Standards (Gasfitting and Consumer Gas Installations)Regulations 1999

1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 The Committee recognises that the Gas Standards (Gasfitting and Consumer Gas

Installations) Regulations 1999 (“Regulations”) are within power and has resolved not to

recommend disallowance after:

(a) obtaining information from officers of the Office of Energy - Mr Albert Koenig

Director of Energy Safety (“Director”) and Mr Mel Stokes, Principal Engineer,

Gas Installations ;

(b) hearing oral evidence from:

& manufacturers of Type B appliances - Mr Peter Stewart, Director,

Combustion Air Pty Ltd, that company’s legal advisor, Mr Chris

Shanahan, and Mr David Ballard, Director of Gas Control Pty Ltd;

& representatives from gas suppliers - Ms Jillian Reynolds, Regional

Operational Manager (WA), Boral Energy WA Pty Ltd and Mr

Rodney Jones, Technical Services Manager, Wesfarmers Kleenheat

Gas; and 

& Mr Anthony Cooke, Secretary, Trades and Labour Council of Western

Australia.  

(c) reviewing  two written submissions provided by Combustion Air Pty Ltd dated

May 31 1999 and September 10 1999;

(d) reviewing two written submissions provided by the Office of Energy dated June

28 1999 and October 6 1999;
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(e) reviewing a written submission provided by Pyrotherm Pty Ltd dated July 7

1999; 

(f) reviewing a letter from the Department of Minerals and Energy dated

September 22 1999 in relation to the application of the National Standard for the

Control of Major Hazard Facilities; and

(g) reviewing a written submission provided by the WorkSafe Western Australia

Commission dated October 7 1999.

1.2 The Committee identified five issues of importance after reviewing the evidence.  The five

issues are as follows:

(a) the ambiguity arising from the definitions of  “appliance” under the Regulations

and “gas appliance” under the Gas Standards Act 1972 (“Act”);

(b) the potential for section 13D of the Act to cause hardship to manufacturers of

Type B appliances some of which may not be capable of approval prior to

advertising; 

(c) the apparent conflict between the procedure for supplying “commissioning” gas

for inspection and testing under regulation 22 and  the prohibition on the supply

of gas to a consumer’s gas installation other than with the exemption of the

Director contained in regulation 35;

(d) the apparent shift of liability from gas suppliers and inspectors to gasfitters in

regulation 28; and

(e) the failure to publish inspection plans and policies of gas suppliers granted

exemptions under section 13(2) of the Act.

1.3 As a result of its concerns in 1.2 above the Committee recommends that the Minister for

Energy should take steps to:

(a) amend the definition of “gas appliance” in section 4 of the Act so that it is

consistent with the definition of “appliance” in the Regulations, thereby

removing any doubt that a Type B appliance is a “gas appliance” for the

purposes of section 13D of the Act; 
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(b) amend section 13D of the Act to provide for conditions on the advertising of

Type B appliances which have not yet been approved by the Director;

(c) amend regulation 35 so as to remove the need for the Director to exercise his

discretion in sub-regulation (3) for the provision of “commissioning” gas;

(d) amend regulation 28(4) so that it places an obligation on gasfitters which is

similar to (but no greater than) the obligation placed on inspectors in regulation

22(2); and

(e) consider amending section 13 of the Act to provide for the publication of current

inspection plans and policies of gas suppliers and pipeline licensees granted

exemptions under section 13(2).   

1.4 The Committee is of the view that gas safety will not be compromised by the discretion

granted to the Director of Energy Safety in regulation 22(4)(b).  This regulation allows for

the inspection and approval for permanent connection of a Type B appliance at a place

other than where the appliance is to be permanently installed. 

1.5 The Committee accepts that an inspectorate which is largely comprised of inspectors

directly employed by gas suppliers is an appropriate and practical way in which to provide

the inspection services at a realistic cost.  The Committee has examined the argument that

the independence of the inspectorate is compromised by the direct employment of gas

inspectors by gas suppliers and acknowledges that such a system was in place during the

period in which gas was supplied by the State Energy Commission of Western Australia

(“SECWA”).  At that time,  gas inspection services were largely performed by inspectors

employed by SECWA.

1.6 The Committee is of the view that the employment of inspectors, largely by the suppliers

of gas, raises the need for the Office of Energy to continually evaluate and examine the

level of training and experience of inspectors and the quality of their work.  This will

ensure that inspectors are and continue to be of the highest calibre so as to maintain the

continuing safety of the industry.

1.7 To dispel concerns regarding potential conflicts of interest, the pool of independent

inspectors for Type B appliances should not be permitted to be engaged in any aspect of

Type B appliance commercial activity.  By adopting and maintaining such a policy, the

Office of Energy would guarantee the true independence and integrity of the independent
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inspectorate and remove concerns held by some Type B manufacturers regarding the

protection of their intellectual property during the inspection process.

2 INTRODUCTION

2.1 In the exercise of its scrutiny function the Committee reviewed the Regulations created

pursuant to the Gas Standards Act 1972 (“Act”).  A copy of the Regulations is attached

to this report and marked “Annexure A”. 

2.2 Under the Committee’s Joint Rules, if the Committee is of the opinion that a matter

relating to any regulation should be brought to the notice of the House, it may report that

opinion and matter to the House.  It is also the function of the Committee to consider and

report on any regulation that appears not to be within power.

2.3 The regulations were first considered in detail by the Committee on Monday June 21 1999

in the form of the Gas Standards (Gasfitting and Consumers’ Gas Installations)

Regulations 1999.  These regulations were published in the Government Gazette on April

27 and tabled in the Parliament on May 4 1999.

2.4 As a result of a letter written by the Committee’s Advisory/Research Officer dated May

17 1999, the Committee received a written submission from Combustion Air Pty Ltd dated

May 31 1999. 

2.5 A motion for disallowance of the regulations was moved in the Legislative Council on

June 22 1999, notice of the motion having been given by Hon Tom Stephens MLC.  Hon

Tom Stephens MLC is not a member of the Committee.

2.6 Parliament was prorogued on August 6 1999.  Prior to this on July 30 1999, the Office of

Energy gazetted new regulations in substantially the same form as the regulations the

subject of the disallowance motion.  The new regulations repealed the former regulations.

The only other change brought about by the new regulations was a minor alteration to the

title of the regulations which were now gazetted as the Gas Standards (Gasfitting and

Consumer Gas Installations) Regulations 1999.  These regulations are  the subject of this

report.  The new regulations were tabled in the Parliament on August 11 1999

2.7 The repeal of the former regulations, the subject of the disallowance motion, was to

prevent the prorogation of Parliament resulting in the former regulations being disallowed
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“automatically” by the effluxion of time by reason of the operation of standing order

153(c) of the Standing Orders of the Legislative Council.   1

2.8 Due to the operative provisions of the new regulations being unchanged from the former

regulations gazetted on April 27 1999, the Committee has decided to include in this report

where relevant, the evidence provided to the Committee in relation to its inquiry into the

former regulations.  A reference in this report to the “Regulations” will include the former

regulations unless otherwise specified.   

2.9 According to the Office of Energy’s explanatory memorandum  in support of the former2

regulations, the purpose of the Regulations is to regulate the minimum standards of

gasfitting work to be carried out within consumers’ premises so as to provide for the safety

of consumers, primarily by:

& establishing and maintaining a system of licensing gasfitters; and

& prescribing the technical standards with which gas and gas installations must

comply,

in a manner consistent with the regulatory regimes of other jurisdictions in Australia.

2.10 The former regulations gazetted on April 27 1999 replaced and repealed the former

regulatory scheme under the Gas Standards Regulations 1983 and came into operation on

May 1 1999.  The new regulations gazetted on July 30 1999 which repealed the former

regulations came into effect on the date of gazettal to ensure the continuing operation of

the regulatory scheme.

2.11 The Regulations are administered by the Office of Energy’s Director of Energy Safety

(“Director”), a statutory position created by section 5 of the Energy Coordination Act

1994.  Pursuant to section 7 of the Energy Coordination Act 1994, the functions of the

Director include  those vested in the Director by or under the Gas Standards Act 1972 or

any other written law.
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2.12 The Regulations have been made under sections 15 and 13A of the Act.  Section 15, in

part states:

“15. (1)The Governor may make regulations prescribing all matters necessary

or convenient to be prescribed for the purposes of the administration of this Act.

(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), regulations may be made

--

...   

   (e)  prescribing the standards of construction, installation, maintenance,

operation and testing of consumers' gas installations;

 ...

(3) Any regulation under this Act may be made so as to require a matter affected

by it to be in accordance with a specified standard or specified requirement; or

as approved by, or to the satisfaction of, a specified person or body; or so as to

delegate to or confer upon a specified person or body a discretionary authority.”

2.13 Section 13A provides for the regulation of gasfitting work and workers and in part states:

“13A. [(1)repealed]

(2) ...

(3) Regulations made under this Act may make provision --

   (a)  for the administration of a scheme to control and supervise the practice of

gasfitting;

   (b)  for the grant of certificates of competency, permits, or authorizations by or

on behalf of the Director which, subject to any restriction, limitation, condition

or extension endorsed thereon pursuant to the regulations, shall authorize the

holder to engage in such operations, or carry out such work or processes, of the

nature of gasfitting as are by those regulations specified as being matters that can

be engaged in or carried out by the holder of a certificate, permit or authorization

of that grade or kind or as are specifically referred to therein;

   (c) ...

   (d) ...

   (e) ...
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   (f)  for the establishment of systems of inspection, inquiry, and supervision,

including the appointment of persons as inspectors and specifying their duties

and powers, and as to the hearing of inquiries, disciplinary proceedings, and

appeal procedures;

   (g)  creating offences, and providing for the payment, enforcement and recovery

of penalties, fees and charges;

   (h) ...

   (i) ...

   (i) ...

   (j) ...

   (k)...

   (l)  as to any other matter that the Governor thinks necessary for safeguarding

persons and the public interest in relation to gasfitting,

...”

2.14 The Committee acknowledges that Sections 15 and 13A of the Act provide broad powers

to regulate the installation of consumer gas appliances and gasfitting generally.

2.15 At its meeting on June 21 1999, the Committee resolved to hear evidence from

representatives from Combustion Air Pty Ltd (“Combustion Air”) and the Office of

Energy (“OOE”).  On June 28 1999, Mr Peter Stewart, Director, Combustion Air and that

company’s legal advisor, Mr Chris Shanahan, appeared before the Committee.  Officers

from the OOE, Mr Albert Koenig, Director of Energy Safety, and Mr Mel Stokes;

Principal Engineer, Gas Installations and Appliances, provided information to assist the

Committee in its deliberations.

2.16 When the former regulations were repealed the Committee first considered the new

Regulations at its meeting on August 23 1999 and resolved to hear evidence from

representatives from gas suppliers, manufacturers of Type B appliances and other

interested parties.  At the hearing on Monday September 13 1999 evidence was given by

Mr David Ballard, Director, Gas Control Pty Ltd; Ms Jillian Reynolds, Regional

Operational Manager (WA), Boral Energy WA Pty Ltd and Mr Rodney Jones, Technical

Services Manager, Wesfarmers Kleenheat Gas.  Mr Anthony Cooke, Secretary, Trades and

Labour Council of Western Australia also gave evidence.
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2.17 Due to the concerns raised by witnesses at the Committee’s hearing on June 28 1999, the

Committee resolved to move a “protective” motion for disallowance of the new regulations

gazetted on July 30 1999.  The motion was moved to provide the Committee with

sufficient time to consider all of the evidence in detail.  The motion for disallowance was

moved in the Legislative Council on Wednesday October 13 1999. 

2.18 At the Committee’s first hearing on June 28 1999 in relation to the former regulations, the

representatives of Combustion Air raised several concerns.

3 THE CONCERNS OF COMBUSTION AIR

3.1 Combustion Air is a company which designs, manufactures, sells and services industrial

thermal processing equipment, including large industrial gas fired appliances. 

3.2 Under regulation 3 of the Regulations “appliance” is defined as meaning an appliance that

consumes gas for any purpose. The Act does not contain an equivalent definition but under

section 4 defines a “gas appliance” as being any appliance which consumes gas as fuel.

3.3 Under the Regulations, appliances are divided into two types which are defined in

regulation 4. “Type A” appliances are of a type or class as specified in Schedule 1 and are

generally in the nature of mass produced domestic appliances such as heaters and cookers

or small commercial appliances.  “Type B” appliances are defined according to their input

rate being greater than 10 megajoules but not being a Type A appliance or a mobile

engine.  These are in the nature of industrial or larger commercial appliances. 

3.4 The megajoule rating for Type B appliances is low.  Many Type A appliances will have

an input rate above the minimum input rate which applies to Type B appliances.  For

example many mass produced domestic gas heaters have a 25 megajoule rating which is

significantly above the minimum rating for a Type B appliance. 

3.5 The principal concerns of Combustion Air as provided in the evidence of its

representatives Mr Stewart and Mr Shanahan and its written submission to the Committee

dated May 31 1999 can be summarised as follows:

Displacement of SECWA system by Regulation 22

3.5.1 Regulation 22 replaces the previous system of approval for Type B appliances developed

by the SECWA. The SECWA system involved the inspection, approval and certification
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of large industrial gas fired appliances by SECWA inspectors as a mandatory requirement

immediately prior to their permanent connection to a gas supply.  Under this system,

inspection and approval necessarily occurred at the place where the appliance was to be

permanently connected to gas.

3.5.2 Regulation 22(4) alters the previous SECWA system by providing that Type B appliances

be inspected by an inspector designated under the Energy Coordination Act 1994 either

at one of two points: 

(a) at the place where the appliance is installed and commissioned; or

(b) if the Director so approves, at any other place.  

The choice in this matter is left to the Director of Energy Safety.  Combustion Air’s view

is that the “other place” in (b) is most likely to be the place of manufacture of the Type B

appliance.

3.5.3 Combustion Air argues that due to the Director’s discretion in regulation 22(4)(b), at least

some large industrial gas fired Type B appliances will be connected to a gas supply

without an inspection immediately prior to permanent connection and that consequently

“no one will be able to guarantee they have been approved or meet the prescribed

requirements, that is no-one will be able to warrant gas safety.”3

Approval of Type B appliances under Section 13D of the Act

3.5.4 Combustion Air submits that it is inevitable that the Director will require most if not all

large industrial gas fired (Type B) appliances to be inspected at the point of manufacture

under the discretion provided in regulation 22 (b) rather than immediately prior to

permanent connection as was the case under the SECWA System because:

3.5.4.1 The OOE insists that a Type B “appliance” requires approval under section 13D

of the Act as a “gas appliance” and of the two inspection points only an

inspection at the point of manufacture can satisfy this requirement;

3.5.4.2 The OOE have already tried administratively to implement a system which relies

on “type approvals” for Type B appliances by approving their design at the point

of manufacture; and
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3.5.4.3 If the Act remains unamended it is arguable that a system of approval which

does not contain a section 13D approval for large industrial gas fired Type B

appliances is inconsistent with the Act and hence the option of inspection,

approval and certification post sale and at the point of permanent connection as

specified in the Regulations will be invalid.

3.5.5 Combustion Air submits that Type B appliances are not capable of being “type approved”

such is the case with Type A appliances due to the fact that they are generally large gas

fired appliances which are pre-fabricated and assembled on site.  They are often purchased

by consumers on the basis that the manufacturer will design a Type B appliance or modify

an existing design to meet a particular industrial need or use.

3.5.6 According to Combustion Air, the nature of Type B appliances; because they are pre-

fabricated and tailored to particular industrial needs and uses, means that unlike Type A

appliances, they are not susceptible to regulation as identical mass produced consumer

items, nor to a pre-sale approval system as provided in section 13D of the Act. 

3.5.7 Combustion Air submits that a requirement of pre-sale approval from the Director of Type

B appliances places it in an impossible commercial position if “appliance” as defined

under the Regulations is equivalent to “gas appliance” as defined under the Act, because

section 13D(1) of the Act prohibits the sale, hire or advertisement of any gas appliance as

follows:

“13D.  (1)A person shall not on or after the appointed day sell or hire any gas appliance

or advertise any gas appliance for sale or hire unless the gas appliance --

   (a)  is a gas appliance that is approved by the Director or is of a class or type of

gas appliance that is approved by the Director; and

   (b)  is marked, stamped or labelled in the manner approved by the Director.

Penalty:$2 000 or imprisonment for 6 months or both.

(2) The Director may by instrument in writing delegate to an inspector the power

conferred on the Director by subsection (1)(a).

(3) In subsection (1) “appointed day” means the day fixed by the Minister by

notice published in the Government Gazette as the appointed day for the

purposes of this section.”
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Regulation 35 and the supply of “commissioning” gas

3.5.8 Combustion Air submits that regulation 35 places too much administrative discretion in

the Director in relation to the supply of “commissioning” gas.  This is gas required by a

gasfitter to test the appliance and complete a notice of completion of work.  This is a

necessary requirement before a gas appliance is permanently connected to a gas supply.

3.5.9 Regulation 35(1) provides that if gasfitting work is done on a consumer’s gas installation

that is not supplied with gas, a gas supplier must not supply gas to the installation unless

the gas supplier has received a notice of completion of the work.  However, the only way

a gasfitter can complete a notice of completion of work is if “commissioning” gas is

supplied.  This is prohibited by sub-regulation (1), leaving the gasfitter in a “catch 22”

position.  

3.5.10 This difficulty can be remedied under sub-regulation (3) which provides that the Director

may, in a particular case or class of case, exempt a gas supplier from sub-regulation (1).

The concern of Combustion Air is that this means that in every case the Director must give

an exemption and has ultimate control of the supply of gas.

Shift of liability to gasfitters and manufacturers
  

3.5.11 Combustion Air argues that regulation 28(4) attempts to inappropriately shift liability to

gasfitters and manufacturers.  Combustion Air submits that a gasfitter is made responsible

for gas safety and that a Type B appliance meets prescribed requirements which, given

existing training levels, is unworkable.

3.6 The concerns of Combustion Air in relation to the new inspection procedure introduced

by regulation 22(4) which allows for inspection at any other place approved by the

Director (rather than mandatory inspection at point of commissioning as provided under

the SECWA scheme) and its apparent conflict with section 13D of the Act is best

illustrated by the following exchange between Combustion Air’s Director, Mr Stewart, its

Counsel, Mr Shanahan, and members of the Committee:

“ Mr SHANAHAN: New regulation 22(4) provides for two points of inspection:

One at connection and another at a point designated by the director.  We suggest

that the point of connection is the prime opportunity to inspect anything, because

it is only at that stage one can see the appliance. 

Mr MacLEAN:  That is when it is commissioned.
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The CHAIRMAN:  The committee will endeavour to clarify whether it is an

either-or situation.  It seems that these are predominantly one-off pieces of

equipment. 

Mr STEWART:  They are type-B appliances.  We spoke before about the bakery

and the processing plant situation.  It may help to ballpark the size of appliance

that we are talking about.  A common, domestic type-A appliance such as room

heater may have a rating of 25 megajoules.  The Australian Gas Association

allows for an approved system for domestic appliances or type-A appliances up

to a capacity of 500 megajoules and that is 20 times larger that the average room

heater.  Type-B appliances are generally larger than 500 megajoules and can go

substantially higher, even hundreds of times higher.  By definition in the

regulations, type-B appliances are large.

The CHAIRMAN:  Can you give us a bottom-end and top-end example of type-

B appliances to help the committee know what it is talking about? 

Mr STEWART:  The top-end appliance would be similar to the processor

operated by BHP in its HBI plant at Port Hedland.  The bottom-end appliance

could be a new type of appliance of a small capacity that has not been allowed

for in the AGA approval scheme, the regulations or the schedules.  It may be the

bakery we referred to.  However, it would suit the manufacturer's marketing of

such an appliance to apply within the approval scheme of the Australian Gas

Association for a type-A approval for that type of appliance. 

Mr SHANAHAN:  I will explain why Combustion Air Pty Ltd would say that

it is an either-or situation.  Firstly, the word "or" is used in the relevant new

regulation.  The reason that Combustion Air says that must result in inspections

at the point of manufacture is that if "appliance" and "gas appliance" mean the

same thing - which is what the Office of Energy argues - each type-B appliance

must obtain pre-sale and pre-advertising approval.  The only inspection that

could give rise to that would be option B; that is, "if the inspector so approves

at any other place" and that was at the point of manufacture.  If we do not want

two systems of approval - one under the Act and one under the new regulations -

the only place at which the appliance can be inspected and approved is before

it is sold or advertised. 

The CHAIRMAN:  What are the implications of that for the one-off type

manufacturer?
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Mr SHANAHAN:  They are crippling.  It is illogical. 

Mr MacLEAN:  They are pre-sold.  You sell them on tender and then you build

them. 

Mr SHANAHAN:  That is the point I am leading to.  It cannot work for these

types of appliances.

Mr THOMAS:  The regulations do not envisage this type of situation, and they

should.”4

3.7 The concern of Combustion Air with regulation 35 and the need for “commissioning “ gas

prior to the issuing of a notice of completion of the work on a consumer’s gas installation

is illustrated by the following evidence:

“Mr SHANAHAN: ...Another issue which is equally important is the new

regulation 35.  Basically subparagraph (1) of that regulation says that except as

provided in this regulation, if gas fitting work is done on a consumer's gas

installation - that is, defined to include individual appliances, so we could be

talking about an appliance and not necessarily more than one appliance - a gas

supplier must not supply gas to the installation unless the gas supplier has

received a notice of completion of the work.  The difficulty is that before the gas

supplier gives gas, the gasfitter must complete the notice of completion.

However, they cannot do that without gas.  They need gas to do all of those

things to test the appliance.  Under regulation 35(3), the director has power to

exempt a gas supplier from that requirement.  That means that in every case, in

relation to every appliance, the director must give an exemption.  That gives the

director ultimate control of the supply of gas.  Once the director has granted the

exemption, the gas supplier has power, in relation to that appliance, to negotiate

the requirements for connection.

The CHAIRMAN:  Has there been a case in which the exemption has not been

given? 

Mr SHANAHAN:  It is a new regulation. 
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Mr STEWART:  From a practical point of view, we suggest that every

installation of appliance must be via new regulation 35(3) because a gasfitter is

unable to complete his obligations under the new regulations unless he has gas

supplied. 

Mr SHANAHAN: We do not know of any instance in which commissioning gas

has been refused.  The point we are trying to make is why should it be

negotiation, surely if we have a regulation it should work, so that everyone

knows their rights.  The gasfitter should have the right to call for gas to

commission an appliance otherwise he cannot do his job.”5

4 THE OFFICE OF ENERGY’S POSITION

4.1 The view of the OOE in relation to the change from the SECWA system to the regime

under regulation 22(4) is that the new regulation improves the previous system by

providing “a discretion for the Director to allow typically mass produced, simple Type B

gas appliances, to be inspected and approved other than at the place of installation - a

change that is sensible, given the difficulties of attending some distant sites and that these

appliances are not materially different to Type A appliances, which are also left to the

gasfitter to install, commission and certify.”  6

4.2 According to the OOE, some Type B appliances may be mass produced and therefore can

be treated like Type A appliances and type tested for safety compliance by authorities

assessed by the Director as competent.  They can then be marked to show their compliance

with safety standards and then offered for sale.  Because Type B appliances may or may

not be mass produced and capable of “type approval” the inspection and certification

process allows for either scenario.

4.3 The procedure for certification of Type B appliances under the Regulations is in two stages

- approval for installation, then approval of the appliance as installed and commissioned.
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Approval for installation

4.4 Approval for installation of Type B appliances is provided for in Item 501(2) of Schedule

6 to the Regulations which states:

501(2) A Type B appliance must not be installed in a consumer’s gas installation

unless -

(a) it is the same as an appliance that is currently approved for such

installation by the Director; or

(b) it is individually approved in writing for such installation by an

inspector.

4.5 Paragraph (a) provides for mass produced Type B appliances which can be “type

approved” for installation generally without the need for each to be inspected at the point

of connection to a gas supply.  Paragraph (b) covers the more complex Type B appliances

which are not capable of being “type approved” as are mass produced Type A appliances.

The requirement in (b) for the installation to be approved in writing by an inspector

requires the Type B gas appliance manufacturer/installer to provide to the inspector a

design submission for desktop evaluation and clearance.  This avoids fait accompli on site

constructions being offered for installation approval.7

Approval of the installed appliance

4.6 Regulation 22 requires that an inspector issue a certificate of compliance for the Type B

appliance before it can be permanently connected to a gas supply.  The approval requires

the inspector to assess the appliance for conformity with an Australian Standard - AS3814

and the Code for industrial and gas fired appliances.  This industry standard is

incorporated into the Regulations via Schedule 7. 

4.7 The view of the OOE is that it is often impractical to require the on-site inspection in cases

of mass produced or relatively simple Type B gas appliances.  This is the situation where

the discretion referred to in Regulation 22(4)(b) is exercised, allowing inspection of the

appliance (not a sample, but the specific unit) at a place other than where the appliance is
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to be installed, most commonly at the point of manufacture.  The appliance can then be

transported to site for simple installation by a gasfitter.8

4.8 The OOE rejects the notion that Type B appliances are incapable of being “type approved”

as are Type A appliances or that there are two approval regimes, one under the Act and

one under the Regulations.  The following information provided by Mr Koenig and Mr

Stokes illustrates the attitude of the regulator:

“Hon J.A. SCOTT:  One issue that has been pointed out to us is that there is a

system for the notice of compliance under the regulations.  However, under the

Act, there is a requirement for pre-sale approval.  There seems to be some

conflict between the Act and the regulations.

Mr KOENIG:  Provision 13D in the Act refers generally to gas appliances.  It

does not differentiate between the type-A and the type-B appliances.  Type-A is

the domestic appliances that must be type tested and pre-approved so they can

be sold in Kmart and Retravision.  That system is uniform across Australia and

works quite well.  We have a scheme whereby a central certification service is

provided by the Australian Gas Association.  I recognise that scheme through a

declaration in the Government Gazette.  The approvals that are provided through

that scheme are applicable in Western Australia, as they are in other States.  It

provides a much simpler system.

Hon J.A. SCOTT:  I asked that because I understand that it is almost an

impossibility for large-scale industrial type-B appliances; that is, in a lot of cases

they are sold before they are designed.  You cannot have approval of something

which has not yet been designed.

Mr KOENIG:  I do not agree with that view.  I know that is the view of a

particular person.  I will ask Mr Stokes to comment further on that point because

that is an important issue.  A considerable amount of pre-sale approval can be

done for type-B appliances.  In that regard I am referring to the approval for the

installation phase.  Not every type-B installation is so uniquely custom built for

every consumer that it is totally designed from the ground up when the consumer

places an order.  I do not believe that.

Hon J.A. SCOTT:  Some are.
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Mr KOENIG:  Some are, but many appliances are effectively built from

components which constitute gas appliances or which collectively will form a

gas appliance.  A great deal of work can be done to get type approval so that

does not need to be repeated every time a component goes into a consumer

installation.  A great deal of type approval can be done.

The CHAIRMAN:  For instance, if a part has been approved in a previous

installation, that then becomes approved in subsequent installations, even though

the design or purpose may be listed differently.

Mr KOENIG:  That is fundamentally the principle.  I will ask Mr Stokes to

enlarge on that.

Mr STOKES:  I agree with Mr Koenig.  The requirement for approval is

basically to protect consumers, whether they be industry consumers or domestic

consumers.  I have never seen any objection to having in principle or type

approval of anything that is sold if it will burn gas and has potential hazards.

The mechanisms may not be exact for every gas appliance, and that is what we

are saying with the regulations, but there are always potentials for having prior

approval.  There will be problems; for example, imported appliances which may

not be sold in this State.  The control of sale may not be the appropriate

mechanism in that case.”9

4.9 The move to “type” approval and pre-sale approval is seen by the OOE as a further factor

supporting a safety regime based upon inspection and certification of Type B appliances.

The following information from Mr Stokes illustrates this point:

“Mr STOKES: ...One of the problems in the old regulations, certainly on mine

sites, was that appliances used to arrive on site.  Someone would ring a gasfitter

and say, "Can you come and connect this for me?"  The gasfitter would connect

it.  Therefore, one could forget about approval for sale and approval for

installation; none of it ever happened.  It was connected, and the user just turned

it on and used it.

Hon J.A. SCOTT:  Was it not supposed to be inspected before the gas was

allowed to be turned on?
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Mr STOKES:  If that was possible, but of course a lot of this applies to existing

gas installations.  It may have been an extension to an existing gas installation.

Hon J.A. SCOTT:  Was there not a responsibility on the supplier of the gas not

to provide gas until that had been inspected?

Mr STOKES:  No, the commencement of the gas supply to a consumer's

installation is the initial act.  However, if there is an existing gas installation at

a mine site, which already has some appliances, and the mine site wants to

extend its process and therefore it buys another appliance, obviously there is no

commencement of the gas supply; it has already commenced.  Therefore, the gas

supplier has no knowledge necessarily that that installation will go ahead, unless

everybody does the right thing with the notices.  Even with a liquefied petroleum

gas tank, it sits there, and it may be connected to a few appliances.  If somebody

adds another appliance, unless the necessary notices are put in, that gas supplier

will never know until the tank - 

The CHAIRMAN:  The gas supplier would not even be aware it was there.

Mr STOKES:  That is right.”10

4.10 In relation to the issue of “commissioning” gas, the OOE is of the view that regulation

22(8) and (9) provides the mechanism by which “commissioning” gas is supplied for

testing and commissioning purposes.  The procedure was explained to the Chairman by

Mr Koenig and Mr Stokes as follows: 

“The CHAIRMAN:  The next concern we must deal with is the testing when the

appliance is in situ.  The point was made that there must be a gas supply to

conduct the final installations and the final testing.  The special approval of the

director was required to enable a gas supply to be made available for

commissioning.  Can you comment on that?

Mr KOENIG:  The process can take advantage of the particular provision in the

regulations that allows a temporary gas supply to be applied for a period, and

that can be extended at the discretion of my office.  However, I am not sure what

other aspect of this raises a concern.
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Mr STOKES:  I will just flesh out or paraphrase the requirements.  The Gas

Standards Act requires that a gas supplier commence gas supply only to

installations which comply with prescribed requirements.  That is basically

schedule 6, regulation 32.  The prescribed requirement for commencement of

gas supply for a type-B gas appliance is basically that the appliance is approved

for such installation.  Therefore, we have this desktop approval.  The gas

supplier knows that that is a process which has been gone through.  In real

terms, the appliance need not necessarily be installed there, but generally one

would expect it to be on site.  The gas supplier commences gas supply, and then

the person who is responsible for commissioning that appliance and getting it

inspected will go through that process.  There will be a gas supply; the appliance

will be commissioned; all the safety interlocks on a complex installation will be

checked; and the gas inspector will be invited back to inspect it to make sure it

is the one he originally approved.  That is a simple view of the process.  It grew

in the SECWA days and probably still is used.  Colloquially, it is called

commissioning gas.  The gas supplier provides commissioning gas for the

commissioning of the type-B appliance prior to its final inspection.

Mr KOENIG:  That commissioning gas is made available by request to the gas

supplier once the installing gasfitter believes that the appliance is ready for

serious commissioning and inspection.  It is the final phase; in other words,

when all the preliminary checks and so on have been carried out.  That requires

some time, and therefore that is why the regulations provide for a period of time,

plus an extension mechanism.  Sometimes difficulties are experienced and the

device must be shut down.  Maybe some alterations will be made, something

will be explored, and then some further work will be done and so on.  Hence,

there has been a discretionary extension mechanism built in so that it is possible

to deal with difficulties if the need arises.  However, that would always be under

the general supervision of an inspector, and the inspector must make a special

application to my office for that purpose.

The CHAIRMAN:  The point was made - I think regulation 35(3) was referred

to - that the gas supplier must not supply gas until the fitter gives a certificate of

completion.

Mr KOENIG:  Yes.

The CHAIRMAN:  One then has the situation of how can a certificate of

completion be given until one has actually got the appliance there and gas is
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running through it.  Therefore, that process is still able to be done with the

inspector seeking an exemption from the director.

Mr KOENIG:  Yes.  That is only if an extended temporary gas supply is

required.  We fundamentally accept that there is a need in the first instance for

the gas supplier to be assured - that is why the regulations reflect that - that the

consumer's gas installation is fundamentally ready and safe to take a gas supply -

even an initial gas supply.  There must be some evidence provided to the gas

supplier that the installation is ready, and the notice of completion is evidence

of that.  There is an obligation on the gas supplier to carry out some audit.  It is

one thing to receive notices of completion.  One cannot simply treat them all at

face value and pretend that is the end of it.  There must be some kind of audit

program, and indeed gas suppliers have those sorts of obligations.  Once gas can

be supplied to a type-B gas appliance, then the commissioning process can

commence to take it through to the very final phase.”11

4.11 The Committee notes that Mr Koenig’s answer to the Chairman indicates that the primary

mechanism by which commissioning gas is supplied to a consumer’s gas installation for

commissioning and testing purposes is via Regulation 22(8) and (9).  Regulation 35

appears only to be used when a gas supplier requires an exemption from the prohibition

on the permanent supply of gas to a consumer’s gas installation when it has not received

a notice of completion of the work.

Does Regulation 22(4) compromise gas safety?

4.12 The Committee is satisfied that the approval and certification procedures in the

Regulations, including the requirement of approval for installation under item 501(2) in

Schedule 6 and the requirement that an inspector assess the appliance for conformity to

an Australian Standard before it is permanently connected to a gas supply, provide an

appropriate safety regime.

4.13 The information provided by the OOE regarding the discretion granted to the Director in

Regulation 22(4)(b), which allows for inspection and certification of a Type B appliance

at the place of manufacture (or any other place) rather than the place where the appliance

is to be permanently installed, will not risk public safety.  This is because the intention of

the discretion is that it only apply to Type B appliances which are capable of being fully

assembled and temporarily connected to a gas supply, usually at the point of manufacture,
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for the purpose of testing and an inspector ascertaining compliance with the Regulations.

Those Type B appliances which are too large to be assembled and tested at the place of

manufacture, or other place, will be inspected and tested at the place where they are to be

installed as was the case prior to the discretion being introduced. 

4.14 The Committee’s view is that safety will not be compromised by the discretion granted to

the Director in regulation 22(4)(b) as a Type B appliance will undergo the same approval,

inspection and certification procedures whether this is done at the place of manufacture

or the place of permanent installation.

4.15 Despite the Committee’s finding that safety will not be compromised by the Regulations,

the information and evidence provided to the Committee raises a number of concerns

regarding the Regulations and the Act.

5 THE COMMITTEE ’S CONCERNS

5.1 The Committee’s concerns are summarised as follows:

(a) the apparent ambiguity between the definitions of “appliance” under the

Regulations and “gas appliance” under the Act;

(b) the potential for section 13D of the Act to cause hardship to manufacturers of

Type B appliances some of which may not be capable of approval prior to

advertising;

(c) the apparent conflict between the procedure for supplying “commissioning” gas

for inspection and testing under regulation 22 and  the prohibition on the supply

of gas to a consumer’s gas installation other than with the exemption of the

Director contained in regulation 35; 

(d) the apparent shift of responsibility for the safety of an appliance from gas

suppliers, and inspectors to gasfitters in regulation 28; and

(e) the failure to publish inspection plans and policies of gas suppliers granted

exemptions under section 13(2) of the Act.
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Ambiguity between definition of “appliance” and “gas appliance”

5.2 Under regulation 3 of the Regulations “appliance” is defined as meaning “an appliance

that consumes gas for any purpose”.  Section 4 of the Act defines a “gas appliance” as

being “any appliance which consumes gas as fuel”.  A Type B appliance is defined as “an

appliance that has a maximum hourly input rate exceeding 10 megajoules but is neither

a Type A appliance nor a mobile engine”.

5.3 The Committee notes that the same definition of “appliance” was contained in the repealed

Gas Standards Regulations 1983 (“Old Regulations”).  The Old Regulations also

contained a definition of a Type A appliance and a Type B appliance which do not

materially differ from the definitions contained in the current Regulations. The term “gas

appliance” was introduced into the Act by amendments in 1985  which also introduced12

sections 13D - 13H.  Section 13D of the Act contains the prohibition on the sale, hire and

advertising of a “gas appliance” which has not been approved by the Director and marked,

stamped or labelled in an approved manner.   

5.4 The different definitions in 5.2 above and the fact that the approval scheme for Type B

appliances under the SECWA System pre-dated the 1985 amendments to the Act are the

basis for the argument put forward by Combustion Air that it was not intended that

sections 13D - 13H apply to a Type B “appliance”.  Sections 13D - 13H refer to a “gas

appliance” as defined in the Act and not an “appliance” as defined in the Regulations.

5.5 Under the definitions, although it would appear that the definition of “appliance” under

the Regulations is broader than the definition of “gas appliance” under the Act, it is clear

that any Type B “appliance” which consumes gas as a fuel will come within the definition

of a “gas appliance” under the Act.

5.6 The Committee is of the opinion that a Type B appliance which consumes gas as a fuel

clearly falls within the definition of “gas appliance” under the Act and is therefore subject

to the provisions of Sections 13D - 13H inclusive. 

5.7 Any perceived ambiguity could be corrected by amending either the Act or Regulations

to provide for a consistent definition.   The Committee’s preferred option would be to

amend the Act so that it reflects the same definition of appliance that is contained in the

Regulations.  This would remove any doubt that the provisions of the Act apply to the
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potentially broader set of appliances which consume gas for any purpose which will

include those appliances which consume gas as a fuel. 

Section 13D and the prohibition on the sale, hire or advertising on Type B appliances

5.8 The Committee accepts that “type approval” of mass produced Type B appliances in a

manner similar to Type A appliances is both possible and acceptable if adequate controls

in manufacturing and inspection are put in place.  The Committee acknowledges that there

will be some Type B appliances which are not amenable to type approval or approval by

way of the issue of a certificate of compliance prior to the seller contracting with a

purchaser for the design, manufacture and supply of a “tailor made” Type B appliance. 

5.9 Section 13D(1) of the Act prohibits the sale, hire or advertising of any gas appliance that

does not comply with the dual requirement of section 13D.  This requires the gas appliance

to be approved by the Director and marked, stamped or labelled in the manner approved

by the Director prior to sale.  A breach of this provision exposes a person to a penalty

under subsection (2) of $2 000 or imprisonment for 6 months or both.

5.10 The Committee accepts that the definition of “gas appliance” in the Act does not

distinguish between Type A and Type B appliances and will encompass any appliance

which consumes gas as a fuel.  Any Type B appliance which consumes gas as a fuel will

be included within the scope of section 13D.  The sale, hire or advertising of a Type B

appliance will therefore be prohibited unless the Type B appliance is approved by the

Director or is of a class or type of gas appliance that is approved by the Director and is

marked, stamped or labelled in the manner approved by the Director.

5.11 The Committee is of the opinion that prior to the hire of any gas appliance it should be

approved in the manner set out in section 13D, whether it be a Type A or Type B

appliance.  The provision for approval before hire is a legitimate and sensible means for

protecting consumers.  The Committee acknowledges that it would be unusual for a Type

B appliance to be hired.

5.12 The question whether the prohibition on the sale of Type B appliances prior to approval

under section 13D will be breached by the act of contracting for the design, manufacture

and supply of a Type B appliance, which is not capable of type approval, will depend upon

the meaning of “sell” and “sale” under the Act and the choice of contractual mechanism

by which the title to a Type B appliance is transferred to the purchaser. 
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5.13 There is no definition of sell or sale under the Act.  A definition of a contract of sale of

goods is contained in Section 1 of the Sale of Goods Act 1895 which provides:

“1. (1)A contract of sale of goods is a contract whereby the seller transfers, or

agrees to transfer, the property in goods to the buyer for a money consideration,

called the price. There may be a contract of sale between one part owner and

another.”

The transfer of property or title in the goods is essential for a “sale” to be effected.

5.14 The act of contracting for manufacture or supply will not amount to a “sale” of a Type B

appliance under the Act until the title to the Type B appliance passes to the consumer.

Section 13D of the Act will not be breached in circumstances where the contract specifies

that title in the appliance does not pass to the consumer until the appliance has obtained

final approval by the Director and the full purchase price is paid.  This type of transaction

is a conditional contract known at law as an “agreement to sell” which only ripens into a

sale when the precondition is fulfilled.  This should be distinguished from a “sale” which

is the unconditional transfer of property here and now on payment of a certain price in

money.   The distinction is reflected in sub-sections (2),(3) and (4) of Section 1 of the Sale13

of Goods Act 1895 which state:

“(2) A contract of sale may be absolute or conditional.

(3) Where under a contract of sale the property in the goods is transferred from

the seller to the buyer, the contract is called a sale; but where the transfer of the

property in the goods is to take place at a future time, or subject to some

condition thereafter to be fulfilled, the contract is called an agreement to sell.

(4) An agreement to sell becomes a sale when the time elapses or the conditions

are fulfilled subject to which the property in the goods is to be transferred.”

5.15 The evidence presented to the Committee indicates that the commercial reality is that

contracts for the design, manufacture and supply of a Type B appliance can and invariably

will specify that title to the appliance will only pass to a purchaser after a certificate of

compliance has been issued and full payment has been made.   A purchaser of a Type B14
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appliance will only make final payment for the appliance when it has been inspected and

a certificate of compliance has been issued.  

5.16 Under a conditional contract, a manufacturer such as Combustion Air would not be in

breach of the section 13D prohibition on the sale of a Type B appliance prior to approval

by the Director as title to the appliance will only pass to the purchaser after final approval

has been granted by way of the issue of a certificate of compliance.  It is only at this stage

that the “agreement to sell” will ripen into a sale.  This will also mean that there would not

be a conflict between the approval requirement in section 13D of the Act and an approval

at the point of permanent connection provided for in regulation 22. 

5.17 Although the prohibition on the sale of a Type B appliance does not cause the Committee

concern, the blanket prohibition on the advertising of Type B appliances prior to approval

is, in the Committee’s opinion, an unnecessary fetter on the legitimate business operations

of manufacturers such as Combustion Air and is likely to cause hardship to it and other

manufacturers.  The Committee is of the view that section 13D of the Act should be

amended to provide a mechanism by which Type B appliances which are not capable of

approval prior to advertising can be advertised without first complying with the dual

requirements of section 13D(1).  

5.18 One possible method of achieving this end would be to include in section 13D of the Act

a provision placing conditions on the advertising of Type B appliances by which the

manufacturer is required to notify the consumer in the advertisement that any use of the

device as a gas appliance is subject to inspection, approval and certification under the Act

and Regulations. 

“Commissioning” gas and regulations 22 and 35

5.19   The relevant provisions of regulation 22 are as follows:

“22 (1) A gas fitter must not leave a Type B appliance permanently connected

in a consumer’s gas installation unless an inspector has issued a

certificate of compliance for the appliance.

(2) The inspector may issue a certificate of compliance for the appliance

if the inspector has inspected the appliance and ascertained, so far as

is practicable, that it complies with the requirements referred to in

regulation 32.

...
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(8) For the purposes of this regulation an appliance is not to be regarded

as permanently connected if it is connected for a period approved in

writing by an inspector pending inspection of the appliance by that

inspector.

(9) For the purposes of sub-regulation (8), an inspector may approve any

period of no more than -

(a)  21 days; or

(b)  If in a particular case a longer period is required and the inspector

gives written notice to the Director of the approval - 90 days.”

5.20 Regulation 35 states:

“35. Supplying gas to a newly installed consumer’s gas installation:

(1) except as provided in this regulation, if gasfitting work is done on a

consumer’s gas installation that is not supplied with gas, a gas supplier

must not supply gas to the installation unless the gas supplier has

received a notice of completion of the work.

(2) Subregulation (1) does not apply to gasfitting work done on a

consumer’s gas installation associated with a caravan, marine craft or

mobile engine.

(3) The Director may, in a particular case or class of case, exempt a gas

supplier from subregulation (1).”

5.21 The Act defines “gas installation” as “... any appliance, pipes, fittings or other apparatus

installed or to be installed for or for purposes incidental to the conveyance, control, supply

or use of gas.”  The definition will include an “appliance” as defined by the Regulations.

5.22 The Committee’s view is that it is by no means clear from a reading of regulation 22 that

without the exemption being provided under regulation 35(3), “commissioning” gas can

be supplied by a gas supplier to a newly installed consumer’s gas installation without the

gas supplier breaching the prohibition in regulation 35.  This is because a notice of

completion of the work can only be completed after gas has been supplied for testing and

inspection purposes.

5.23 The anomaly could be cured by amending regulation 35(1) so that it reads:
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“35(1) Except as provided in this regulation, if gasfitting work is done on a

consumer’s gas installation that is not supplied with gas, a gas supplier

must not permanently supply gas to the installation unless the gas

supplier has received a notice of completion of the work and

certificate of compliance.” 

5.24 This amendment would be consistent with the mechanism in regulation 22(8) which

speaks of a connection of an appliance (to a consumer’s gas installation, i.e. to gas) for the

purposes of inspection as not being regarded as “permanently connected” and as such

would not attract the prohibition contained in regulation 22(1) or 35(1). 

Section 28(4): Apparent shift of responsibility for the safety of an appliance from gas
suppliers, and inspectors to gasfitters

5.25 The Committee is concerned with the extent of the obligations on gasfitters and their

potential legal liability due to the very broad wording of regulation 28(4), particularly

when this wording is compared with the obligations placed on inspectors under regulation

22(2).

5.26 Under regulation 28(4) a gasfitter who must complete a notice of completion:

“...must certify that every part of the gas installation on which the gasfitting

work was done or that is affected by the work complies with the requirements

referred to in regulation 32, is safe to use and is completed to a trade

finish.”[emphasis added].

Under regulation 22(2) an inspector may issue a certificate of compliance for a Type B

appliance:

“...if the inspector has inspected the appliance and ascertained, so far as is

practicable, that it complies with the requirements referred to in regulation

32.”[emphasis added].

5.27 The evidence presented to the Committee indicates that due to the current level of

expertise and training of gasfitters, it may be difficult, if not impossible for a gasfitter to

sign a notice of completion in which he or she can genuinely certify that every part of the

appliance which is affected by the work complies with the requirements of regulation 32.

This is particularly the case with more complex Type B appliances.
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5.28 The evidence of Mr Ballard, a manufacturer of Type B appliances and a former technical

officer with Wesfarmers Kleenheat illustrates this problem:

“Mr BALLARD: ... When the term "gasfitter" is used, therefore, one must take

it in the context of the type of appliance I was talking about in the country that

requires commissioning on site.  There are thousands of installers in the country

but they would be lucky if they know the end on which to connect the gas.

However, it is my view that we must convince the Office of Energy as most

people in the industry agree that it needs to upgrade the standing.  The big point

about education - and I say this very strongly - is that it is the only thing that

matters as regards gas safety.  The report on the disaster at the Longford plant

in Victoria, for example, is very thick.  I looked through it to see what it could

tell me.  I could condense the whole of that report to one thing:  The bloke

running the plant did not know what the bloody hell he was doing!  That is the

simple, fundamental fact.  I have spent my life on industrial plants and all

industrial safety boils down to the same thing:  Does the man who is now there

doing that job know what he is doing?  If he does not, we cannot enact enough

legislation or write enough regulations or procedures to make the situation safe.

If he knows what he is doing, we probably do not need half of the laws,

regulations and procedures.  With the Office of Energy there is a question of

thrust; it is going the same way that WorkSafe and other agencies have gone

previously - How can we write up enough legislation to ensure that, no matter

what happens, we can sue somebody and make ourselves fireproof.

Mr MARLBOROUGH:  And we have a job.

Mr BALLARD:  That is right.  It is particularly true in this business, and that is

why I am particularly keen.  At a higher level there is a difference between gas

fitting and designing industrial plant.  That appropriately requires tertiary

education.  In other parts of the world, universities offer industrial courses apart

from mechanical engineering. 

Hon J.A. SCOTT:  What about the inspectors' qualifications?

Mr BALLARD:  The current inspectors say that they have gained their

qualifications over time.  The recent independent gas inspectors have just been

deemed "proper people".  That is a small list. 
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The CHAIRMAN:  So, they have gained their qualifications by virtue of

experience in the industry.

Mr BALLARD:  The current inspectors in the Office of Energy and Alinta Gas

have good backgrounds in the gas industry.  However, there is no specific

qualification.  Again, it is determined as the director thinks fit.  Some of the

locals who have been designated are very controversial. 

Mr THOMAS:  There was a trade of plumber and gasfitter.  What is the

relationship between gasfitters and plumbers?  Can all plumbers become

gasfitters?

Mr BALLARD:  In the past that was true.  I refer back to the original

Wesfarmers course and so on.  It was typically a plumber who had the skill to

run some copper pipe.  The Office of Energy feels as I do that linking gas fitting

to plumbing is very dangerous.  Plumbers are very respected tradesmen who do

everything from fixing gutters, roofing, septic systems, hot water systems and

so on.  Gas fitting - the proper adjustment of domestic appliances and

understanding combustion - and plumbing do not go together.  The installation

of industrial gas appliances requires as much electrical knowledge as plumbing

knowledge.  It was an English tradition that the plumber and gasfitter did the

same things because they were both involved in pipe work, but that was the only

connection.

Hon J.A. SCOTT:  A plumber might hook up a new appliance, but a gasfitter

would be able to pull it to bits and fix it.

Mr BALLARD:  That is right.  Tagging that work onto plumbing has an

enormous range of possibilities.

Mr THOMAS:  The plumber had to be licensed.

Mr BALLARD:   Yes. 

Mr THOMAS:  The plumber's licence includes a notional certification of skills

to work with gas as well.

Mr BALLARD:  Yes.  Typically, the Wesfarmers course taught how to adjust

appliances, clean and so on.  Students were taught how the simple gas
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components worked.  That is irrelevant if someone wants to move on to

industrial gas appliances.  One would be better off taking an electrician, training

him down the other way rather than trying to train a plumber up.”  15

5.29 The Committee acknowledges that the Regulations create a new class of gasfitters licence

(I class) which will be required for the installation of Type B gas appliances.  However,

the Committee remains concerned that the requirement in regulation 28(4) appears

unrealistic and is probably not achievable in at least some cases, particularly with complex

Type B gas appliances.  The regulation also appears to unfairly shift responsibility to

gasfitters for ensuring that an appliance is safe to use.  The Committee’s view is that

although all participants must take an active role to ensure the safety of an appliance,

including the gasfitter who does work on an appliance, the primary responsibility should

rest with the manufacturer, inspector and gas supplier.

5.30 The Committee is concerned that the reality of the inspection process is recognised in

regulation 22(2) by requiring an inspector to only ascertain so far as is practicable, that

an appliance complies with the requirements of regulation 32, whereas the same

recognition is not extended to gasfitters who are in many cases, by reason of their training

and experience, not in a position to determine the absolute safety of every part of an

appliance which is affected by the work.

5.31 The Committee is of the view that Regulation 28(4) should be amended so that it places

an obligation on gasfitters which is similar to (but no greater than) the obligation placed

on inspectors in regulation 22(2).  This is to ensure that the primary responsibility for the

safety of an appliance remains with the manufacturer, inspector and gas supplier whilst

still ensuring that gasfitters warrant the safety of their work and that it is completed to trade

standard.

Section 13 Exemptions: Approved Inspection Plans and Policy Statements 

5.32 The Committee also received evidence in relation to the responsibility of gas suppliers to

check the safety of a consumer gas installation to which gas is supplied.  This is a16

requirement under section 13 of the Act. 
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5.33 Section 13(1) of the Act provides that a gas supplier shall not commence to supply gas to

a consumer’s gas installation unless the installation meets the requirements prescribed for

that installation.  The requirements are set out in regulation 32 and may be varied by the

Director.  Section 13(1) requires a gas supplier to inspect 100% of the gas installations to

which it supplies gas.  However, under sub-section (2), the Minister is provided with a

discretion to exempt a gas supplier from the duty to carry out an inspection of all gas

installations for the purposes of sub-section (1).  The exemption can be granted by the

Minister “on such terms and conditions, and subject to compliance with such

arrangements, as the Minister thinks fit.”

5.34 Combustion Air argues that the removal of the statutory obligation for a 100% inspection

contributes to the shift of responsibility for gas safety from gas suppliers to the gasfitter

(regulation 28) and consumers (regulation 36). 17

5.35 The OOE has advised that Alinta Gas, Boral Energy, Kleenheat Gas and BOC Gases have

been granted an exemption under section 13(2).  The exemptions have been granted on the

condition that the suppliers each have in place an inspection plan and policy statement

approved by the Director.  The inspection plans are subject to regular audits by the OOE

to check that the actual inspection practices of gas suppliers comply with their inspection

plan and policy statement.   18

5.36 The approved plans and policy statements of exempted gas suppliers are not gazetted or

published.  The reasons given for confidentiality of the inspection plans and policy

statements are twofold:

(a) the disclosure of such information is prohibited under section 24 of the Energy

Co-ordination Act 1994; and19

 

(b) there may be a competitive advantage in the methods chosen by a gas supplier

to achieve safety outcomes.20
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5.37 The Committee is of the view that in order to support the safety regime set up by the

Regulations, consideration should be given to amending the Act to provide for the

publication in the Government Gazette of the approved inspection plan and policy

statement of all entities granted a section 13(2) exemption.  Publication will result in  the

documents being exposed to public scrutiny and independent assessment, ensure that there

is transparency of the Minister’s action in granting an exemption and improve public

confidence in the safety practices of gas suppliers.

6 THE INDEPENDENCE OF GAS INSPECTORS

6.1 The Committee recognises that the ability of an inspector to carry out his or her duties

under the Regulations in a proper, efficient and unbiased manner is crucial to achieving

satisfactory safety outcomes.  Evidence before the Committee placed a question over the

independence of gas inspectors appointed by the Director under section 12 of the Energy

Co-ordination Act 1994 to inspect Type B appliances.  Mr Ballard explained the problem

this way:

“Mr BALLARD: ... I have headed the main problem area as the use of private

inspectors in order to cut down government numbers instead of it being

traditionally policed by government inspectors.  People in private industry are

being designated as inspectors of type-B gas appliances.  It does not take much

thought to realise that the only people in this State with the capacity to inspect

in that field are the people employed in the industry.  Further in the regulations,

it is the job of the final employer to employ the inspector.  That means that if I

put an industrial plant into a factory, the owner could pick my worst opposition

as the man to inspect it and I could be forced to hand over all my plans and

designs to a competitor.  No other industry would stand for that and I can think

of no other industry in which people would be forced to do that.  That was

pointed out to the Office of Energy in writing at least two years ago as soon as

the silly idea was thought of, as did many other industry stakeholders.  No

official reply was made; however, we were told verbally that the Office of

Energy could see no problem with it.  None of its members had worked in the

industry for many years and these are the kinds of things it comes up with.

Private inspectors therefore are definitely a problem. 

The use of private inspectors is also a big safety issue.  If we must have an

inspector, he or she must be completely fair and unbiased.  In my previous

employment with Kleenheat Gas, I was a SECWA-appointed gas inspector for
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many years with a fuel supply company.  The problem with that was there was

always a point being taken that if we created a lot of trouble for that good client

who had come to buy a load of gas, we could be out on our ear; we could not

possibly be unbiased.  It is the same with the so-called independent inspector

who wants to make a living out of inspections.  If he looks at my appliance and

gives me a pretty hard time, I will mentally record in one of my black books,

"Don't hire him again."  It is ridiculous.  The only way to get a fair and unbiased

inspector is to employ a government inspector.”21

6.2 The issue of the independence of Type B gas inspectors was one of the matters raised with

the OOE in a letter from the Chairman dated September 30 1999.  In his response, Mr

Koenig, the Director of Energy Safety, advised the Committee as follows:

“The only complaint I have very recently been made aware of is that some

independent inspectors may have (in some instances) a potential conflict of

interest due to other business activities, as they are part time inspectors only.  I

have already given instruction for each such inspector to be made aware that this

is unacceptable and that they may not be engaged as an inspector of this kind

and at the same time be linked to some aspect of Type B appliance related

commercial activity.”22

6.3 The Committee accepts that an inspectorate which is largely comprised of inspectors

directly employed by gas suppliers is an appropriate and practical way in which to provide

the inspection services at a realistic cost.  The Committee has examined the argument that

the independence of the inspectorate is compromised by the direct employment of gas

inspectors by gas suppliers and acknowledges that such a system was in place during the

period in which gas was supplied by the State Energy Commission of Western Australia.

At that time, gas inspection services were largely performed by inspectors employed by

SECWA.

6.4 The Committee is of the view that the employment of inspectors, largely by the suppliers

of gas, raises the need for the Office of Energy to continually evaluate and examine the

level of training and experience of inspectors and the quality of their work.  This will
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ensure that inspectors are and continue to be of the highest calibre so as to maintain the

continuing safety of the industry.

6.5 To dispel concerns regarding potential conflicts of interest, the pool of independent

inspectors for Type B appliances should not be permitted to be engaged in any aspect of

Type B appliance commercial activity.  By adopting and maintaining such a policy, the

OOE would guarantee the true independence and integrity of the independent inspectorate

and remove concerns held by some Type B manufacturers regarding the protection of their

intellectual property during the inspection process. 

7 CONCLUSION

7.1 The Committee recognises that the Regulations are within power and has resolved not to

recommend disallowance.

7.2 As a result of the information obtained from officers of the OOE outlined above, the

Committee is generally satisfied with the approval process for installing and

commissioning Type B gas appliances.  However, the Committee has identified five

concerns which are:

(a) the ambiguity arising from the definitions of “appliance” under the Regulations

and “gas appliance” under the Act;

(b) the potential for Section 13D of the Act to cause hardship to manufacturers of

Type B appliances some of which may not be capable of approval prior to

advertising;

(c) the apparent conflict between the procedure for supplying “commissioning” gas

for inspection and testing under Regulation 22 and the prohibition on the supply

of gas to a consumer’s gas installation other than with the exemption of the

Director contained in Regulation 35;

(d) the apparent shift of liability from gas suppliers and inspectors to gasfitters; and

(e) the failure to publish inspection plans and policies of gas suppliers granted

exemptions under section 13(2) of the Act.
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7.3 On this basis, the Committee recommends that the Minister for Energy should take steps

to:

(a) amend the definition of “gas appliance” in section 4 of the Act so that it is

consistent with the definition of “appliance” in the Regulations, thereby

removing any doubt that a Type B appliance is a “gas appliance” for the

purposes of section 13D of the Act; 

(b) amend section 13D of the Act to provide for conditions on the advertising of

Type B appliances which have not been approved by the Director;

(c) amend regulation 35 of the Regulations so as to remove the need for the Director

to exercise his discretion in sub-regulation (3) for the provision of

“commissioning” gas; 

(d) amend regulation 28(4) of the Regulations so that it places an obligation on

gasfitters which is similar to (but no greater than) the obligation placed on

inspectors in regulation 22(2); and

(e) consider amending section 13 of the Act to provide for the publication of

current inspection plans and policies of gas suppliers and pipeline licensees

granted exemptions under section 13(2).

.............................................................

Hon R L Wiese MLA

Chairman

November 9, 1999
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